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Abstract:  The development segment for a structure solid 

assumes a significant job everywhere throughout the world the 

solid ought to have high compressive and flexural quality. 

Presently a day accessibility of regular assets is diminished due to 

the ecological issues are government limited sand quarries are 

supremacist in shortage and expands cost. So we need to move for 

the fake fine total in this paper rather than stream sand to 

assembling sand in incomplete supplant with SBR (polymer) in 

high quality on concrete different cement blends were assessed for 

compressive quality and Flexural quality. The common stream 

sand was mostly supplanted with m-sand by 0%, 25%, half and 

included the different rates of SBR latex (0,3,6,9,12) was likewise 

improving the usefulness concrete. The outcome shows that the 

there is a step by step expanded in the compressive quality and 

Flexural quality for this situation half substitution of m-sand and 

furthermore included the level of SBR increment the functionality 

However, further increases of m-sand caused a decrease in the 

quality. The ideal rate substitution of normal sand of m-sand is 

half and upgraded substance of polymer 9 % is gotten. Diagrams 

were drawn and results contrasted and controlled blend. 

 
Keywords – Flexural strength, M Sand, SBR Latex. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The worldwide utilization of normal sand in exceptionally 

high, because of the broad utilization of cement or 

screen[1]-[3]. When all is said in done, the interest of normal 

sand is very high is creating nations to sit the fast foundation 

development, in this circumstance creating nation like in 

India, common sand store is being exhausted and making 

genuine natural just as the general public. Regular sand is 

endured and destroyed particles of rocks and are of different 

evaluations or size depending in the as indicated by wearing. 

Presently a day's fine total the prerequisite for colossal on the 

grounds that expanding in development exercises all through 

the world. Stream sand was utilized as fine total in numerous 

pieces of the world and subsequently the necessity for it is 

more. To take care of the above issues an other to stream sand 

is especially required of the fabricated sand.  
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Stream sand (fine total), which is one of the constituents 

utilized in the creation of cement, has gotten costly and rare. 

So there is an enormous interest for elective materials. 

Examples 3D squares and crystal were set up for (0%, 25%, 

half) supplanting with M-sand. Expanding the different 

measurements of super plasticize ( 0%, 3%, 6%, 9%, 12%) by 

weight of cover improvement of its functionality properties 

just as mechanical properties with decreased water 

proportion. In this expansion the extent of substitution of was 

kept consistent at 25% of the heaviness of Fine total 

considering as a low level of M sand substitution[8]-[15]. It is 

retained that expansion of M sand diminishes the functionality 

of cement and it is repaid by the expansion of high range super 

plasticizer in concrete. Tests were led on a pressure testing 

machine and UTM. The outcomes are contrasted and the 

ordinary customary cement. M-s and characteristics itself as 

appropriate substitute for stream sand sensible cost, great 

degree and decent finish. Assembling sand has been utilized 

for the various exercises in the development business, for 

example, street development and production of building. Our 

undertaking presents the aftereffects of exploratory 

examinations did by M-sand and subtleties of cement 

structured utilizing fabricating sand. The present 

investigation centers the use of mineral admixtures m-sand 

with polymer in concrete, profoundly non penetrable and to 

expand the general quality and utilize the materials for 

exceptional development applications[4]-[6]. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

A. Compressive Strength 

  The compressive quality on 3D squares of size 

150mmx150mmx150mm were tried on a pressure testing 

machine. The solid with fractional substitution of regular sand 

by M-sand with 0%, 25%, half and there is a huge distinction 

in the quality with variety in measurement of SBR. In this 

way, halfway substitution of waterways and sand by M-s and 

expanding the compressive quality up to half. The test was led 

in 28 days and the test outcomes are arranged in the table. The 

compressive quality increment step by step because of 

increments in M-sand. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

A. Experimental Setup 

 

Pressure testing machine with a limit of 200 tones utilized 

with a stacking stage pace of 2kN/Sec. The subtleties of the 

test arrangement are appeared in figure: 1  

 

After the underlying changes are applied over the heap step by 

step over the solid shapes. The test is completed by setting 3D 

shapes an example on a level plane between the stacking 

surfaces of a pressure test machine and the heap is applied to 

disappointment of the Cubes. 

 

 
 

Figure:1 Compression Testing Machine with Specimen 
 

 
Table 1:Test results of compressive strength 

 

B. Flexural Strength 

 

Crystal examples of size 500mmx100mmx100mm were 

utilized cast and tried decide the flexural quality at 28 years 

old days. Crystal test every one of the blend in with different 

rates of M-Sand on 0%, 25%, half with various dose of SBR 

0%, 3%, 6%, 9% and 12% added to the quality thought. The 

example is then set in the UTM Machine in such a way, that 

nearby is applied to the highest surface as cast in the form, 

along two lines divided 13.3cm separated[7]-[9]. The heap is 

improved until the example falls flat and the most extreme 

burden applied to the example during the test is recorded. 

 

FLEXURAL STRENGTH RESULTS  

                The crystal tests every one of the blend in with 

different rates of M-Sand and different rates of SBR was tried 

to decide the flexural quality following 28 days utilizing a 

Universal Testing Machine. The tests were directed according 

to standard determinations it is appeared in table 2 

 

Table2: Test results of Flexural strength 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 • The river sand  by a replacement of  m- sand shows 

an improved in the compressive strength  of the concrete. 

• The river sand  by a replacement of  m- sand shows 

an improved in the Flexural strength  of the concrete[10]-[13]. 

• Optimized  content of m-sand is 50% is obtained. 

• The workability of the concrete gets reduced for 

m-sand as compared to the river sand. 

•  A river sand by a replacement of m-sand with 

various percentages of  polymer added   increases the 

workability of the concrete. 

• The results from the table show the decrease in the 

workability of concrete when the 12 percentages  added  in  

polymer.  

• The optimum content of the  polymer is 9% is 

obtained. 

• The overall performance of polymer modified 

concrete increase compared to plain concrete. 
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